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1. INSTRUCTIONS 

 

Create a power point presentation that shows the different devices that make up a 

computer: Per each device you must answer at least the proposed questions. 

 

All the images used in the presentation must be free of copy rights. 

 

Sources of free images: 

 (Ministry of education bank of images for education) 

http://recursostic.educacion.es/bancoimagenes/web/ 

 

 (creative commons images database)  http://search.creativecommons.org/ 

 

 (google images, if you choose the option “include images that can be reused”) 

http://www.google.com 

 

In the last page of the presentation you must specify the author and url of the images 

you've used. 

 

Sometimes you will need to modify the images with the “Microsoft Paint” 

application to include text arrows etc. 

 

2. COMPONENTS TO DEPICT 

 

Monitor (provide an image) 

 What is it used for? 

 Is it an input or output device? 

 Is it a peripheral? 

 What's the name of the port where is it plugged? (provide an image of the port) 

 To what other component described in this presentation is it connected? 

 What's the normal resolution of a monitor, and how many colours can display? 

 How many different types of monitors exist?, give two examples (the most popular 

ones) 

 

Keyboard (provide an image) 

 What is it used for? 

 Is it an input or output device? 

 Is it a peripheral? 

 What's the name of the port where is it plugged? (provide an image of the port) 

 To what other component described in this presentation is it connected? 

 What's the type of keyboard most commonly used in spain?, How many keays does 

it has. 

 

 

http://recursostic.educacion.es/bancoimagenes/web/
http://search.creativecommons.org/
http://www.google.com/
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Mouse (provide an image) 

 What is it used for? 

 Is it an input or output device? 

 Is it a peripheral? 

 What's the name of the port where is it plugged? (provide an image of the port) 

 To what other component described in this presentation is it connected? 

 

Motherboard (provide an image modified with “Microsoft Paint” that displays the 

different ports, slots and the socket of the microprocessor) 

 What is it used for? 

 Identify the following ports, slots and sockets, indicate in which slot are plugged the 

following devices: Microprocessor, Memory, Video Card, Network card 

 Microprocessor socket 

 Memory slots 

 AGP slot 

 PCI Slots 

 USB Ports 

 IDE Ports 

 

Microprocessor (provide an image) 

 What is it used for? 

 Is it an input, output or processing device? 

 Where is it plugged?  

 What's the figure of merit that indicates the processing capacity of the 

microprocessor?.¿What does it mean?. 

 What are the main microprocessor manufacturers. 

 Write the brand and model of microprocessors that is used in the computers we have 

in the computer lab with their processing capacity. 

 

RAM Memory (provide an image) 

 What is it used for? 

 Is it an processing, permanent storage or temporary storage device? 

 Where is it plugged?  

 What's the figure of merit that indicates the storage capacity of the memory?.¿What 

does it mean?. 

 Write RAM size of the computers we have in the computer lab in Gigabytes. 

 How many characters can be stored in these RAM memories? 

 

Hard Drive (provide an image) 

 What is it used for? 

 Is it an processing, permanent storage or temporary storage device? 

 Where is it plugged?  

 What's the figure of merit that indicates the storage capacity of the hard 

drive?.¿What does it mean?. 

 Find out how many hard drives have the computers we have in the computer lab and 

express their storage capacity in GigaBytes. 
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CD/DVD Drive (provide an image) 

What is it used for? 

 Is it an processing unit, fixed storage or removable storage device? 

 Where is it plugged?  

 Find out what kind of CD/DVD unit have the computers we're using in the 

computer lab. Then enumerate what of the following actions can be carried out by 

our CD/DVD unit: 

 Playing a CD 

 Playing a DVD 

 Recording a CD 

 Recording a DVD 

 

Video Card Drive (provide an image) 

What is it used for? 

 Is it an Input, output or storage device? 

 Where is it plugged?  

 Find out the names of the ports it has in its back side and what kind of peripheral 

can be plugged there. 

 

Power Supply (provide an image) 

What is it used for? 

 Enumerate all the components that are directly powered by this device (plugged to 

it). 

 


